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The modernization of our societies has resulted in a steady increase in service industry occupations (tertiarization), which have favored increased sedentary time, while reducing occupational physical activity. In less than 50 years, the United States has increased sedentary professions by about 20%, with a parallel decline in professions requiring physical labor. At the same time, French workers spend approximately 10 hours per day sitting without active breaks on work days and about 7.6 hours per day sitting on nonworking days. Due to the amount of time that people spend at work, the workplace is now recognized as an opportune setting for promoting an active lifestyle and for developing strategies to reduce sedentary time. Although there has been a growing body of literature proposing such strategies over the past 10 years, it is difficult to draw conclusions from this work due to the heterogeneity in research methods and the lack of robust statistical analyses. Moreover, such workplace intervention strategies appear to suffer from high attrition, as well as a lack of proven sustainability. Because there is an urgent need to promote physical activity and reduce sedentary time during work time, the French National Conservatory for Physical Activity and Sedentary Behaviors (ONAPS) recently dedicated its annual congress (January 29–30, 2019 in Vichy, France) to this important public health issue. The congress convened an expert panel comprising scientists, public health specialists, occupational physicians, ergonomists, as well as both workers and their employers to examine strategies for improving workplace health. This commentary summarizes the initial conclusions of this expert panel and details the main findings and recommendations regarding the promotion of physical activity and reduction of sedentary time among tertiary employees.

What are the First Steps?

As mentioned previously, attrition from worksite physical activity programs can reach as high as 50%. This high level of dropout has been attributable to the lack of individualization of the intervention in meeting the specific needs of employees. It appears, however, that the majority of participants in such programs are workers who are already active, and who are looking for alternative ways of exercising. Those workers who do not participate or who dropout are the ones who need the programs the most, due to low levels of physical activity and fitness. There is also a need to adapt these interventions to the capabilities, needs, and wishes of workers, since a high proportion of attrition has been observed in those who participate initially, but who then perceive their progression toward improvement as low. Based on these observations, it seems clear that worksite physical activity programs cannot be considered as “one size fits all” and that adapted physical activity interventions must be proposed.

A Joint Initiative Encouraging Off-Site Alternatives

Recently, Genin et al. proposed an implementation framework targeted toward the empowerment of worksite interventions. What was clear from this work and the work of the expert panel is that any actions engaged within the workplace have to be jointly designed and implemented by workers and employers. Many intervention strategies that have demonstrated sustainability over time have been worker-initiated with support from the administrative hierarchy. In addition to proposing on-site physical activity interventions, the workplace can also promote off-site opportunities for activities, such as local community recreational centers, gyms, and sports clubs. Indeed, some workers may be willing to try out certain activities within the workplace, but may be hesitant to participate fully with their colleagues and supervisors present. Other workers may prefer to exercise before or after work time, thereby requiring an off-site option. Thus, it seems that worksite physical activity interventions should be considered as part of promotional strategies for local associations, clubs, and gyms that might fit better with the lifestyle of a given worker. As a sign of a company’s commitment to the health of its workers, the expert panel recommends that employers encourage financial, temporal, and practical agreements with these off-site settings.

A Combined Approach to Promoting Physical Activity and Reducing Sedentary Time

It is clear now that not only do tertiary occupations favor low levels of physical activity, they are sedentary by nature and thus contribute...
to a dual public health burden. Also, there is now evidence of an interaction between physical activity level and sedentary time.\textsuperscript{3,4} For example, people who meet the minimum physical activity recommendation (150 min/wk of moderate-intensity activity) but accrue high levels of sedentary time throughout the day have a similar mortality risk as those who are less active but have low sedentary time. Moreover, recent data indicate that some important health indicators (such as body mass index, fat-free mass, muscle strength, or worksite well-being) may not be significantly better in active, compared with inactive tertiary workers, due to their common high levels of sedentary time.\textsuperscript{5} On the other hand, among people with very high levels of physical activity (say, >35 MET·h/wk), the mortality risk between those who sit <4 hours per day and those who sit >8 hours per day is similar.\textsuperscript{6} Together these findings indicate the need to jointly promote physical activity and reduce sedentary time. In fact, the new message from public health agencies across the globe is “Move more; Sit less.” Although further evidence is needed with regard to the best ways to break up sitting time at work—either by introducing activity breaks, providing active workstations, or by office design—\textsuperscript{7} the expert panel encourages their promotion and adoption, along with physical activity incentives (such as the availability of exercise stations [bikes for instance], encouragement for active meetings, etc).

\textbf{A Need to Consider Compensatory Mechanisms}

There is evidence that structured physical activity programs lead to a reduction in daily volitional activity in order to compensate for the energy cost of the exercise.\textsuperscript{7,8} Also, a growing body of evidence suggests that the cognitive tasks required of tertiary occupations are associated with greater energy intake, especially from energy-dense food,\textsuperscript{9,10} and that active workstations (eg, cycling desks) may not be sufficient to overcome such nutritional compensation.\textsuperscript{11} This problem presents another opportunity for companies to enact strategies for increasing spontaneous activity and reducing sitting time. Environmental planning and building design should favor central stairways, increasing spontaneous activity and reducing sitting time. Environmental planning and building design should favor central stairways, increasing spontaneous activity and reducing sitting time. Environ-

\textbf{A Need for Further Scientific Evidence}

Although interest in worksite strategies for promoting physical activity and reducing sitting time have increased steadily over the past 10 years, the literature remains inconsistent due to the lack of controlled trials using appropriate methods and sample sizes.\textsuperscript{12} Both the scientists and practitioners who attended the congress are calling for innovative strategies that combine the disciplines of public health, adapted physical activity professionals (educators specialized in the prescription of physical activities adapted to the individuals’ capacities and needs), occupational health, and ergonomics. There seems a clear need to involve practitioners of occupational health and ergonomics in the adaptation of work areas and workstations to avoid unforeseen musculoskeletal injuries, as well as to maintain comfort, alertness, and task productivity. Similarly, designing effective physical activity interventions involves a consideration of the worker’s physical capabilities, thereby suggesting the need for individualized programs and for adapted physical activity specialists. Thus, a combination of various health and movement professionals may be necessary to implement effective strategies.

In conclusion, the ONAPS recommends a multidisciplinary approach to the design, implementation, evaluation, and dissemination of individualized and progressive strategies for promoting physical activity and reducing sitting time among tertiary workers. Moreover, the ONAPS is calling for a clear and official recognition of prolonged, work-related sedentary tasks as a potent occupational hazard. Indeed, given the number of tertiary workers globally, the protection of their health and safety is of substantial public health importance.
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